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• The new Fermilab (g-2)mu result (Abi et al.) makes it much less likely 
that experimental systematics give rise to theory/experiment discrepancy 
in muon (g-2)


• Thus, we will examine two SUSY scenarios: A & B


• Scenario A: dispersive HVP wrong and lattice results(Borsanyi et al.) 
right: no discrepancy. This is preferred by the string landscape where we 
expect m0(1,2)>>m0(3)~few TeV


• Scenario B: dispersive HVP correct (Aoyama et al.) and discrepancy is 
real: then natural SUSY with a normal scalar mass hierarchy (NSMH) can 
explain result- m0(1,2)<<m0(3)
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Scenario A
• we live within a single pocket-universe within an eternally-inflating multiverse


• near consensus from string theory: flux compactified string theory (important 
for moduli stabilization) gives rise to a vast landscape of vacua, each 
corresponding to different 4-d laws of physics


• this picture admits Weinberg’s anthropic solution to the CC problem: out of 
assortment of vacua with SM as LE-EFT plus variable CC, only those vacua with  
CC<~10^-120 mP^2 lead to complexity/observors (structure principle)


• can such reasoning also determine magnitude of weak scale m(weak)~ 10^-16 mP?


• yes, in KKLT/LVS flux compactifications leading to N=1 SUSY



In landscape with ~10^500 vacua, assume fertile patch with 

MSSM+hidden sectors as 4-d compactified theory: 


expect vacua distributed as 

spontaneous SUSY breaking: 

F- terms distributed uniformly as complex #s;


D-terms as real #s

then expect

* power-law draw to large soft terms (Denef & Douglas)

* naively, would expect SUSY breaking at Planck scale: 

* but this would not give a livable universe



weak scale anthropics:

Agrawal, Barr, Donoghue, Seckel (1998) (ABDS)

found that if pocket-universe value of weak scale


more than (2-5)*m(weak)^OU~100 GeV

then no stable nuclei- violation of atomic principle

in SUSY: 

(no tuning allowed)

this corresponds to

also: veto CCB/noEWSB vacua



pull to large soft terms pulls m(h)-> 125 GeV

and sparticles (except higgsinos) beyond LHC limits

scan in NUHM3 model: m0(1,2),m0(3),mhf,A0,tanb,mu,mA

m(Hu)=1.3 m0

red region:

ABDS weak scale



first/second generation ~10-40 TeV: decoupling sol’n to SUSY flavor/CP probs
HB, Barger, Serce, Sinha, arXiv:1712.01399



(g-2)_mu from string landscape: teensy!

HB, Barger, Serce, arXiv:2104.07597



Scenario B: discrepancy is real

• For real discrepancy, need light smuons, mu-sneutrinos

Moroi, 1996;

Feng & Matchev, 2001

need smuons <~700 GeV

for today’s discrepancy



But beware recent LHC constraints!

m(sleptons)>~700 GeV

for simplified model


analysis 

(CMS similar)



Also:

m(glno)>2.25 TeV m(t1)>1.1-1.3 TeV



• But also: need TeV-scale top squarks for


• b->s gamma (largely agreement between SM and experiment; must 
decouple stop loops)


• m(h)~125 GeV: need highly mixed, TeV-scale stops


• LHC sparticle mass limits: m(t1)>~1.3 TeV; m(glno)>~2.2 TeV

HB, Barger, MustafayevHB, Barger, Nagata, Savoy



Normal scalar mass hierarchy: m0(1,2)<<m0(3)

• Proposed 2004 to reconcile b-> s gamma with (g-2)_mu (HB, Belyaev, 
Krupovnickas, Mustafayev [2004])


• Also needed now to boost m(h)~125 GeV


• NUHM3 model: m0(1,2),m0(3),mhf,A0,tan(b),mu,mA


• Allows for naturalness: small mu => m(Hu)~1.3 m0



Naturalness and little hierarchy

• SUSY solves big hierarchy problem


• But LHC mass limits require m(sparticles)~TeV regime or bigger


• But soft terms and mu parameter determine weak scale


• Why is m(weak)~100 GeV << m(SUSY)~>TeV?
this is where tuning occurs in 

your spectra/computer codes;


e.g. SoftSUSY, Isajet,…

HB, Barger, Huang, Mustafayev, Tata (2012)



Measures of naturalness

1. • EENZ/BG: �BG ⌘ maxi|@ logm2
Z

@ log pi
| p_i are parameters

D(BG)<30 => m(glno)<600 GeV, SUSY excluded?

no! ambiguity w.r.t. parameters

parameters introduced in EFT to parametrize our ignorance


nature is not ignorant

in UV-complete models, soft terms determined in


terms of one parameter: SUGRA ,AMSB (m(3/2)), GMSB (Lambda)

for one independent soft term D(BG)-> D(EW)


D(BG) with multiple soft terms over-estimates finetuning

Bonus: D(EW) is model independent: for a given spectra,

same value for pMSSM or UV-complete theory

(not so for other measures)



Require:

      1. proper EWSB 


 2. D(EW)<30

                 3.  123 GeV<m(h)<127 GeV


                                     4. LHC limits: m(glno)>2.2 TeV; m(t1)>1.1 TeV

spectra

from Isajet



orange: NUHM2 with m0(1,2)=m0(3); can’t fulfill (g-2)

grey: NUHM2,3 but below LHC limits


blue: NUHM3 match LHC limits

green: NUHM3, LHC limits and matches (g-2)_mu



m(smuon)<~700 GeV as expected to fulfill (g-2)_mu



Sample benchmark point
left smuon/sneutrino lighter than right

negative EW D-term makes

sneutrino lightest slepton



These green points evade LHC slepton bounds due to 

different branching fractions than in assumed simplified model

For m(smuon)<~400 GeV, 

could also raise mu up enough


(staying below 350 GeV nat. limit)

so as to enter quasi-degeneracy

region of simplified model plot



For NSMH model, must beware of flavor constraints:

m0(1).ne. m0(2)?

some quasi-degeneracy

required to avoid FCNC bounds

HB, Belayev, Krupovnickas, Mustafayev:

hep-ph: 0403214 (2004)



Dark matter: higgsino+ SUSY DFSZ axion

(latter is needed any way to solve strong CP problem/ SUSY mu problem)

typically get 10-15% higgsino-like wimps

plus 85-90% axion CDM

evade wimp bounds: instead of 1 wimp/coffee cup voume, get 

1 wimp/10 coffee cup volume



Conclusions
• Scenario A: anomaly not real (lattice right?)


• string landscape predictive in statistical sense: soft terms as large as 
possible such that weak scale within 4 of measured value: m0(1,2)>>m0(3)


• predicts teensy (g-2)_mu


• Scenario B: anomaly is real


• Can explain (g-2)_mu, LHC constraints, naturalness via SUSY with NSMH 
model where m0(1,2)<<m0(3) in e.g. NUHM3 model


• typically get lighter left-smuons/sneutrinos with very different BFs from 
simplified  model assumptions



Backup

(g-2)_mu anomaly reduces upper bounds on m(glno, t1)


